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Southbank Toastmasters; 

a 'very' distinguished club!

SUCCESS AND RECOGNITION: 3rd time in 17 years
Even with the current movement of meetings to

being online, our club is continuing to move from

strength to strength.

Meeting 540 kicked off with 20 participants tuning in and

rolled through with 4 brilliant speeches, which included two

members completing well earned milestones; SPEECH 10 from

the COMPETENT COMMUNICATOR and an AC-S. In fact our

tally of achievements both personal and club has in fact

earned us not just a 'Distinguished' status but the elite and not

often achieved PRESIDENT'S DISTINGUISHED.  Nice work gang!

CLUB-1989

Our 2020 Conversation evenings are

continuing via ZOOM. The next one

following the release of this

newsletter is a Conversation on

CONTENT; What's your Message?

Details for the ZOOM call will be

available on FB and via EasySpeak.

A Conversation on LEADERSHIP will

follow 3 WEEKS later.  April has 5

Wednesdays.

WHAT's your message

World Headquarters has
EXTENDED the current period of

membership through to April 30th. 
If you are experiencing financial

hardship or are preparing for it and

are considering NOT RENEWING (you

will not be alone as members across

the GLOBE face similar problems)

PLEASE CONTACT your VP

MEMBERSHIP!

FEES EXtension

As of the 6th April the

Toastmasters Dashboard which

you can find here,

http://dashboards.toastmasters.org

/Default.aspx sadly does indicate

that membership growth is down

by approximately 27%. It's too

early and too hard to say how

much is due to the global crisis,

but numbers can't hide struggle!
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Setting achievable goals is always a winning component to

achieving them, but having a team of committed supporters goes a

long way to helping them happen too.

This week members of the club were officially informed of the club's

most recent achievement of PRESIDENT'S DISTINGUISHED CLUB. This

accolade can only happen when individual members are able to

complete their own educational driven goals. So before we congratulate

the club CONGRATULATIONS must be sent to the individuals that

knocked over their own personal speaking and leadership goals. And

frankly, there are plenty this year!

At our meeting last night we saw the achievement of a Competent

Communicator award, also known as the CC in the now outdated award

system, two Competent Leaders, CL's, and an Advanced Communicator

SILVER, (AC-S), as well as a Level 3 achievement from the newer

Pathways program.

The achievements are even more notable as these members have

continued with their goals regardless of the newly imposed restrictions

and changes that have been forced upon members to complete

assignments in a virtual capacity only. This challenge is not to be scoffed

given that this is a VERY NEW media for all of us to navigate, and the

evaluation process and return advice and guidance is something that

even our most experienced members are still working on hurdling. 

So CONGRATULATIONS to all members who remain committed. Your

executive are behind you all the way, and prepared to assist ANY

member that remains undaunted by this new presentation challenge.  

Our last meeting was rich with stories of kindness, and positive impacts

of COVID-19, plus we were instructed on the benefits of knife weaponry

compared to guns, and goose-bump creating home invasion experiences.

From being encouraged to think of the positives of the digital changes

emerging from isolation, and paying good deeds forward to tools and

experiences I am grateful never to have experienced, I can vouch for

Southbank being the club to offer individuals a path to success!

 

The calendar doesn't change
just because the world has, so
while we might think one day
is just like the last and one
month is just like the last, it
isn't! 
April is a 5 Wednesday month

and given that the Competent

Communicator and Advanced

Communicator education

programs are becoming

redundant in a few months the

VPE has decided that any and

all opportunities to allow

members to punch through

speeches and obtain outgoing

milestones that they are so close

to achieving ought to be

encouraged to achieve them. 

If you are close to a goal don't

feel forgotten and drop the VPE

a note to make sure you are on

their radar!

knocking off goals!
WHAT'S HAPPENED THIS WEEK FOR THE CLUB

april is a long month

5 WEDNESDAY MONTH

For the foreseable future
club meetings will remain
every 2nd & 4th Wednesday
of the month VIA ZOOM.
NEXT DATE: Wed 22ND April
 

A ZOOM link will be made

available on the Easy-Speak

AGENDA. You will need this

link to enter the meeting.

While we feel our way through

this it would be VERY HELPFUL

if you could mark your

intention to attend in the

online agenda. PLEASE

CONTACT Kayt (VPPR) if you

are having trouble with ES.

next club

meeting

CLUB-1989
www.southbanktoastmasters.com

sthbanktm@gmail.com

https://easy-speak.org/portal.php?page=19169

https://www.facebook.com/groups/southbanktoastmasters/
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CLUB-1989

Hi, I’m the acting Sergeant at Arms.  One of

my favourite things to do at Toastmasters is

stepping in at the last minute to cover a role

for someone – it keeps me on my toes!
In my 9-5 gig, I work as a librarian at a tertiary
institution.  My days are usually dominated by a pair of
monitors and lots of database searching, culminating in
meaty spreadsheets of graphs and tables.  More
specifically, I analyse citation counts on academic
publications, give support to other librarians who do
something similar, and sometimes run sessions on how to
extract and interpret the data.  The h-index, CNCI, and
FWCI form part of my daily lingo!
Working from home is something I’ve never wanted to do
and I can confirm that 3 weeks into WFH, I haven’t
changed my mind!  Instead of my daily commute I go for a
walk instead.  I find it helps stimulate both mind and
body.  It’s a great time of year to be pounding the
pavement too!  I feel more settled now, but I do miss my
colleagues.
Work aside, I love going to the movies, catching up with
friends, gardening, and, unsurprisingly, reading.  Movies
are a terrific form of escapism and action movies are my
favourite.  Much of the time the stunts stretch believability
so far that I just have to laugh!  
I’ve been a member of Southbank Toastmasters for about
5 years and finished my Competent Communicator
manual just recently.  Having meetings via Zoom adds a
whole new dimension to meetings, both at work and
Toastmasters.  I’m choosing to see it as a great
opportunity to learn how to present effectively and
improve my general handling of webcam interactions.

meet a

member

ADI achieved her Competent

Communicator (CC),

DAVID M achieved Advanced

Communicator Silver (AC-S)

SARAH achieved the Competent

Leader (CL)

This week we saw 2 member goals
achieved

We can also acknowledge MATT

achieving LEVEL 3, and MICHAEL his CL

AND...

It must be said again that SouthBank

has achieved PRESIDENT
DISTINGUISHED for the 3rd time in
17 years.

this weeks

accomplishments
KAYT DUNCAN VPM

SARAH EVANS 

ACTING SERGEANT AT ARMS

committed committee

PRESIDENT:   Kiriana GIFFIN
VP. EDU:         Danny SIO
VP. MEMBER: Janet SMITH
VP. PR:            Kayt DUNCAN
Treasurer:       Simon STANTON
Secretary:       Pip KEMP
S@A:               Sarah EVANS
 

To Contact ANY committee member
find them in Easy-Speak or EMAIL:
sthbanktm@gmail.com

Did you know that as a Toastmaster
you are welcome to attend ANY club
ANYWHERE in the world?
With the whole world practically in

lockdown nearly every club is surviving by

holding ZOOM meetings, which means its

never been easier to visit a club in a

country of your choice - from your couch!

Join the INTERNATIONAL FB page and

find a club and make contact!

Find the online link here:

https://www.toastmasters.org/magazine

 

T o a s t m a s t e r s

e v e r y w h e r e
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WED 15TH APRIL  7.00PM - 8.00PM
SPEECH WRITING: MESSAGE

(Modified Conversation on Content

Member only workshop and discussion)

 

THU 16TH APRIL  5.00PM - 5.20PM
'TALK' & 'CHEESE' Facebook Live
(Kayt gives a wrap of weekly topics)

 

WED 29TH APRIL  6.30PM - 8.00PM
(Regular meeting; guests welcome;

speech-a-thon)

 

WED 15TH APRIL  7.00PM - 8.00PM
LEADERSHIP: ONLINE LEADERS
(Modified Conversation on Leadership

Member only w'shop and discussion) 

 

 

To Contact ANY committee member
find them in Easy-Speak or EMAIL:
sthbanktm@gmail.com

CLUB-1989

hot
topics

ZOOM SECURITY AND YOU
 

This week the topics and conversations hot on members lips
were...
..mostly about the successes of our club. For the 3rd time in 17 years

the club has achieved a minimum of 9 out of a possible 10 member

and club goals as outlined by World Headquarters as identifying

strong clubs that are meeting member goals, 

ZOOM was not having the same successes as us, which has made it

the hot topic of the week. Zoom security has come under heavy

scrutiny in the last week with a new 'tech' phenomena emerging

called 'ZOOM BOMBING'. 

Zoom existed and was being used prior to the COVID-19 worldwide

lockdown, but its features and ability to video conference in and

screen share lots of people at a very affordable, if not free, price

made it rise in popularity at an exponential rate. In fact, it rose to a

level of usage faster and greater than the company were ultimately

prepared for. Certain aspects of the software, just simply weren't

advanced enough for the requirements that were suddenly being

demanded, or at  least, expected of it. 

People suddenly found that meetings were being 'hacked' into, with

malicious chats being created within the meeting, and in some

instances vulgar images shared through the screen sharing. 

The CEO of ZOOM has assured the world that they are working on

improving security. In the meantime, safety precautions that should

be taken are initiating the inclusion of a password to access the

meeting, NOT sharing the meeting link blanketly on Facebook and

other online forums, and using common sense practices with data

sharing.  

Here's just one of many news links:

https://www.bbc.com/news/technology-52133349

weekly lineup & beyond

IS STILL OPERATIONAL -

JUMP ON AND KEEP

LEARNING!

www.southbanktoastmasters.com

sthbanktm@gmail.com

https://easy-speak.org/portal.php?page=19169

https://www.facebook.com/groups/southbanktoastmasters/
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CLUB-1989

The club were granted a strong persuasive presentation the other
night to acknowledge the positive's that were emerging from the
forced isolation of individuals during the time of the corona virus.

opportunities are out therE

At our last online club meeting I took down just a couple of
powerful thoughts and ideas that were shared with the club.
Experienced and now a COMPETENT COMMUNICATOR, Adi shared

her pinnacle speech, Number 10 from the CC Manual with us all on

the topic of Kindness. Drawing upon the influence of Glen Campbell,

she drew us into a world that 'could' be if we all just considered

'kindness' as a natural and spontaneous state of being, and how

healthy and prosperous the world might be, 'Inside or outside' of our

isolation kindness can easily be given, and in return received. I think

the most pertinent take away from Adi's speech was her simple

statement: 'KINDNESS DOES NOT HAVE TO BE GRANDEUR'. Kindness

can be shown in listening to understand not to hear, kindness can be

a small self-less act to something that is merely the donation of time,

particularly in this time of isolation. Giving time to shop, to call, to

wave, to smile is priceless in the time of COVID-19. 

Adi asked us to consider the selfless act of giving a little kindness this

Easter period given just how many people, how many neighbours,

how many friends, how many families are in need this Autumn.

What the members said...

BUT JUST LIKE BEFORE 'YOU' HAVE TO BE READY TO GRAB THEM

Simon discussed the domination of online interaction and digital response to services for people that had
exponentially grown practically overnight as a result of the face-to-face world closing. He mentioned that
many online services and solutions that people were beginning to draw upon to keep themselves in
business and connected, were already in existence previously, but many individuals, companies,
organisations, institutions etc etc were hesitant to embrace, until now! The story of his 90+ grandmother,
resistant to the idea of online banking prior to being isolated who had now become an overnight online
banker as well as an e-learning and e-teacher holding webinars from her own retirement accommodation.
What was emerging was not just acceptance of 'what could be possible' to a race to find 'what are the
limits of this new possible?'
I concur! Where or what is the limit?  

From hearing about ZOOM security issues, to a complete silencing on 'screen-
time limits', many who once cautioned against the rise on the digital world now
challenge it, calling for options, asking for more, demanding for greater. There
are opportunities a plenty in this new evolving world to expand and to push
boundaries. Now's the time to walk through the door to something new.


